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Me lo 
dijo
Hisham

Irene Infantes



The project titled Me lo dijo Hisham harmonizes the recent investigations that 
Irene Infantes has carried out during her residency at C3A in Cordoba, which 
encompass the artist’s practice since the beginning of her career.

Trained in Textile Design at Central Saint Martin’s in London, Irene Infantes 
doesn’t distinguish between art and design; her practice approaches both fields 
in parallel. Nonetheless, she combines art production with collaborative projects 
for design firms, one of which being Christopher Farr. In both respects, the artist 
explores the plasticity of materials; she uses tension and resistance and applies 
them to execute work characterized by a synthesis of representations and varied 
repertoire of materials, textures and surfaces. Her work aims to evoke unease to 
the spectator, from the point of view of interpretation, and seduce them thanks 
to the materiality, color, and compositional clarity of the work.

The artist’s habitual exploration of resources, materials and techniques, that are 
embedded in industrial design and crafts, are what characterize this production. 
On this occasion, they have been applied for a detailed study of a textile piece 
from the Caliphate era: an early 10th century turban that belonged to Hisham II. 
This sumptuary piece is a prime example of the wealth and quality of the cloth 
industry during the Caliphate of Cordoba; the end point of the trade routes that 
united the East and West during the Middle Ages.

The piece mentioned is currently being preserved at the Royal Academy of 
History in Madrid. It was discovered at the end of the 20th century in a small 
church in the province of Soria. Following its investigation, it has been associated 
to workshops held in Cordoba that were attributed to its proprietor, the ruler 
Hisham II. The turban presents an interesting and complex ornamental repertoire 
where, on a frieze of medallions, one can witness: birds, cuadrupeds, 
eight-pointed stars and even anthropomorphic representations. This band of 
figurative motifs is framed by two bars: stylized Kufic inscriptions of texts from 
the Coran and praises to the Caliph.

The fascination of Irene Infantes following the investigation of this textile has 
led to the works gathered in this project. The artist’s interest does not only lie 
in the ornament or iconography of the fabric, but also in the questioning of the 
relationship of this garment with its owner, Hisham II. The piece is associated 
with an almaizar - a type of headdress whose ends descended in front of the 
shoulders of the ruler, to whom the garment was strictly reserved for.  

Given the scope of this textile (more than a meter long) and the materials 
implemented (silk, upholstery and gold thread embroidery), wearing this 
garment must have been of tremendous discomfort for the young Caliph. 
Irene has projected into her imagination how the owner could relate to such 
a heavy attribute of power and wealth. She wonders how to understand the 
bearer through the many references and symbols that the piece contains. Each 
of the pieces showcases a friendly and naive interpretation of the ornament 
represented in the garment; a version more akin to the young age of its owner 
(Hisham II began his caliphate at the age of 10).

In her practice, Infantes has taken the elements that the headdress 
encompasses and has stripped them down to their own unique essence. By 
doing this, the Kufic texts with initials ending in half palmettes are transformed 
into simple curved and counter-curved lines, which are arranged like an 
alphabet in order to be easily identified. The cuadrupeds, an earthly reference, 
are simplified to the point where they form vertical bands terminating as 
waves; the eight-pointed stars, a tribute to the eight hills of paradise, are 
synthesized in conic geometry; correlative curved forms evoke the wings of 
birds and reference their two conditions, the earthly and the heavenly.

Irene Infantes’ processes tempt the limits of materials. She subjects them to 
mechanical pressure of 200 C and applies silk-screen inks and needle felting 
onto them. But also, the project is composed with a series of works realized 
from pressed foam rubber fragments that have been assembled through 
lacework. The result are semi-transparent pieces which appear fragile or 
brittle, but in reality, are solid, of strong visibility, and delicate at the same 
time.

Me lo dijo Hisham proposes a new attire for Hisham II. An attire that respects 
original themes and symbolisms, adapts to the vision of a child and aims to 
awaken one’s curiosity and interest in the elements that were associated with 
this owner’s position and responsibility. It therefore silences any reference 
to politics, power or religious nature and proceeds to penetrate a field where 
imagination, creativity and joy dominate.
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Óvalo I

2021

Experimental surface made of wool and 
screenprinting

154 x 73 cm
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Óvalo II

2021

Experimental surface made of wool and 
screenprinting

154 x 73 cm
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Óvalo III

2021

Experimental surface made of wool and 
screenprinting

154 x 73 cm
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Un cuadrúpedo

2021

Melted foam on wool and acrylic thread

200 x 80 cm
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Dos cuadrúpedos

2021

Melted foam on wool and acrylic thread

200 x 80 cm
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Las chuletas de Hisham VI

2021

Pen on shrink plastic

6 x 3,5 cm
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Las chuletas de Hisham VII 

2021

Pen on shrink plastic

6 x 3,5 cm
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Lanolín VI

2016

Screen print and transfer ink on experimental 
merino wool surface

94 x 71 cm
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Lanolín X

2016

Screen print and transfer ink on experimental 
merino wool surface

60 x 50 cm
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Lanolín XVI

2021

Screen print and transfer ink on experimental 
merino wool surface

66 x 47 cm
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Lanolín XVII

2021

Screen print and transfer ink on experimental 
merino wool surface

56 x 60 cm
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Lanolín XVIII

2021

Screen print and transfer ink on experimental 
merino wool surface

56 x 60 cm



Seville, 1989

Lives and works between Spain and Milan.

Infantes studied at the Central Saint Martins 
College at the University of the Arts in 
London, where she graduated in 2016 in 
Textile Design. Her work acts like a bridge 
between art and design through textiles. 
Infantes’s practice focuses on wool and its 
uses throughout history as she tries to give 
a new value to this material that was once 
used as a bargaining chip.

She has worked for different companies 
such as Lego, Christopher Farr, CCTapis and 
Lexus. Some of her work has been shown at 
“Transhumancia” in García Galería (Madrid, 
2019)  and “Social life of a material at Gal 
Gallery” (London, 2018), curated by Arvida 
Bystrom.

She has also been part of group exhibitions 
such as “Entre las formas que van hacia la 
sierpe y las formas que buscan el cristal” 
(Between the forms that go towards the 
serpent and the forms that seek glass) at 
the Centro Andaluz de Arte Contemporáneo 
(Seville, 2020) curated by Joaquín Jesús 
Sanchez and Roxana Gazdzinski; and “Brain 
Waves at the Lethaby Gallery” (London, 2017) 
curated by Ulrike Oberlack.

She was the recipient of the Texprint 
Award in 2017, which led her to exhibiting 
in different galleries in the UK and in Paris. 
In 2020, she won the award “El Diseño: A 
Journey between Italy and Spain” to develop 
a project that will be exhibited at the Salone 
del Mobile in 2021.
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